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WRITING THANK YOU NOTES

Thanksgiving Day, November 28, 1985

Writing notes of gratitude to helpful friends and loved ones is a way
of expressing our feelings. We might keep a stock of note cards and
postage stamps in a specific place, just for this purpose. Sending a
"thank you note" is an important way to express gratitude and a delight to
receive. It's life giving and inspiring to know that others appreciate us.

In the story that Reverend Palmer read to you of the ten lepers healed
by Jesus; one of them sent his thank you note in person. "He fell on his
face at Jesus1 feet, giving him thanks." He did not mail it via the U.S.
Postal Service or UPS, but he sent his gratitude in person. Here was a man
experiencing the spirit of Thanksgiving. But what about the other lepers
who were healed?

I. The Other Lepers: No Expression of Gratutude
Jesus himself asked that same question. rWhere are the nine?" was his

question. I am not really certain why they failed to express gratitude and
thankfulness. We could, however, speculate about their failure.

a) Maybe they couldn't believe they were really healed. They had been
suffering from that dread disease a long time. These lepers had accepted
the fact each was facing a ghastly death. Their denial of healing was so
strong and the healing so dramatic that time was needed to accept their new
condition. And certainly they did not want to infect Jesus with the
disease either. They just weren't sure of their healing.

b) Secondly, they possibly could have been too excited to express
gratitude. They had dreamed of one day being healed. Their religious
tradition had prophisied that this affliction would be removed when the
Messiah came. (P. 233) The excitement of this fact caused them to be numb
from head to foot.

Also, you know what it did to relationships when one contacted
leprosy. Lepers were outcasts. They were shut out from the support of
church, friends and home. They could not go near their wives, children and
parents. Imagine how much they yearned to grasp their loved ones in a warm
embrace.

Now, so excited about that opportunity of holding their loved ones,
they hurried off to see the priest. They were just too excited to be
grateful.

c) Or, maybe they just thought they would send Jesus a "thank you
note" Time was a-wasting. They had to see the priest and later they would
find out Jesus' address. Then they would write him a warm and touching
note on some of the best stationery money could buy. It would be easy to
send it via the JPS (Jerusalem Postal Service).
II. Thank You Notes Too Late to Write

Since I've dug a hole this deep with speculation, might I speculate
even further. They probably never got around to sending Jesus a note of
gratitude.










